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International Committee To Review Elections In India
Five Members To Lead 

Andhra Pradesh, India, 02.04.2024, 11:55 Time

USPA NEWS - First-ever five-member international committee to review elections in independent India

A five-member international committee has been established to review India's 18th Lok Sabha elections, amid suspicions from several
nations. The committee, consisting of five intellectuals from both domestic and international spheres, will tour the entire nation and
release periodic reports. This is the first time such a scenario has occurred in the history of independent India. The committee has
issued a pre-election report, highlighting concerns about the conduct of elections in the world's largest democracy, where
approximately 970 million people exercise their voting rights. The report suggests that parties are not receiving equal opportunities and
uncovered instances of certain elements being disseminated in contravention of election regulations.

Prajashakti newspaper highlights concerns surrounding elections. Key points have been emphasized for readers' attention. Several
nations regard India's election process with suspicion.

Against the backdrop of these suspicions, a committee comprising five intellectuals from both domestic and international spheres has
been established to scrutinize the forthcoming 18th Lok Sabha elections and provide an accurate report to the global community.

The review committee will tour the entire nation and periodically release reports. It's worth noting that such a scenario has never
occurred in the history of independent India. Internationally, there was an expression of belief that the spirit of democracy would persist
even during the imposition of emergency in India.

The committee has issued its pre-election report, highlighting concerns about the conduct of elections in the world's largest
democracy, where approximately 970 million people are exercising their voting rights. The report suggests that parties are not
receiving equal opportunities.

Additionally, the report uncovered instances of certain elements being disseminated in contravention of election regulations.

(Source: Prajashakti/02042024)
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